
CHALLENGE
Our client asked Seabrook to take the lead and assist in engineering a solution 
to refresh the look of their soft drink machines that would also address the high 
cost associated with replacing and updating lens covers, while meeting cost 
objectives, quality demands, and project timeline schedules.

SOLUTION
After examining their specifi cations and looking at existing designs, 
alternative solutions were provided that reduced costly lens replacement, 
reduced waste, improved the task of replacing the lenses, and reduced 
vendor frustration in the fi eld.

RESULTS
•  Through design improvements and Project Validation, our client’s concerns 

and challenges were identifi ed, and solutions were developed to address 
and improve the lens replacement process.

•  Co-engineered the development of lens options that make the task of 
replacing the lens much easier at the customer level, as well as the product 
selection label.

•  Seabrook demonstrated ability to deliver optimal lens quality.

DESIGNING MULTI-LENS OPTIONS GENERATES SAVINGS
A worldwide leader in the soft drink market wanted to lower their costs 
and address several challenges experienced by their clients regarding the 
replacement of lens covers on their drink dispensing machines. The company 
brought in the Seabrook Plastics team to conduct an analysis of their 
dispensing machine lens design and provide solutions that would address 
their challenges.

CLIENT CHALLENGE
The company’s distributors handle thousands of soft drink dispensing 
machines already in service. Dispensing units have upwards of ten product 
offerings - each covered by a clear lens. Through continued use, cleaning, 
and changing of product, lenses break and need replacing on a regular 
basis. The quality of the lens, challenges associated with changing lenses, 
and limited lens replacement options caused customer frustration and 

drove costs up. The client was not sure what, if any, options were available 
that would help them address their core challenges. They engaged with 
Seabrook Plastics to conduct an analysis of the issue. 

SEABROOK SOLUTION
The Seabrook Plastics team was heavily involved in the Redesign stage 
and used the Project Validation Process to carefully review the current lens 
replacement process, the dispensing machine itself, and the client’s concerns 
and challenges to develop a solution. The team then prototyped possible 
solutions, considering the number of lenses offered and ease of replacement 
of both the lens itself and the “product selection card.”

Review of the data showed that the current replacement lens offering was 
not the most effi cient possible. For example, replacing one single product 
selection lens required replacing as many as four or more lenses, adding 
to the client’s costs. The Seabrook Plastics team recommended that the 
client offer single lens replacement for individual product selection options, 
replacing only those individual units needing to be replaced. The team also 
presented the client with a design change that addressed negative feedback 
from their clients regarding the ease of changing the product selection cards 
that are behind each lens.

The recommendations demonstrated that the client could improve their 
customer’s job of replacing the lens and the product selection card, improve 
the quality of the lens being used on their dispensing machines, and reduce 
costs associated with replacing the lenses by going to a single unit lens 
replacement program. The client embraced these recommendations and 
design improvements recommended by the Seabrook Plastics team.

The entire project - from initial meetings to product launch - took only two 
months. Our client has already started to experience reduction of costs and 
customer frustration, while improving their overall product value.
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